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The Filthy Rich Indicator Pack 

Thank you for purchasing the Filthy Rich Indicator Pack. This set of indicators will help you spot your own trading 

opportunities. To make the most out of this indicator pack, it’s important to understand how they work. This guide is 

intended to help you get started with the use of the Filthy Rich Indicator pack. 

There is so much more to learn that we cannot possibly fit this into a single document. Where possible, we link to 

TradingView for background information. We highly recommend reading up on how to use TradingView, as well as 

the underlying principles of these indicators as much as you can. A good understanding of your toolset is crucial to 

becoming a successful trader. 

First, let’s explain how to add the indicators to your charts. Next, we’ll go through each of the indicators in turn. 

How to add Filthy Rich indicators to your chart on TradingView 

You’ll need a tradingview account if you don’t have one. You can use these indicators with a free TradingView 
account, but a paid version is highly recommended for improved charts. In case you don’t want to spend much 
money on this, we highly recommend waiting for a special offer. TradingView traditionally has a Black Friday sale, 

which is excellent if you’re looking to get one of their more expensive subscriptions, you can save big. If you plan on 

purchasing this indicator pack, use this link (it will give you a discount):  

 

Sign up for TradingView here 

 

Step 1: Open up your TradingView . From any 

chart, click ‘Indicators’ button as shown in the 
image. 

 

 

Step 2: Once you click ‘Indicators’, you’ll see a 
pop-up window with several categories. Click 

on the ‘Invite-only scripts’ category and you’ll 
see your Filthy Rich indicators. You can favorite 

them by clicking the star symbol for quick and 

easy access. 

 
 

Some indicators are added directly on the main chart, others are found below the main chart. Each indicator will get 

a line of text of its own, its position depending on where the indicator lives in your chart. You can edit properties for 

each indicator, for example to leave out things that confuse you. Do this by hovering over the indicator’s line and 
clicking the gear icon. 

 

Each indicator offers different configuration options. In most cases, the default is recommended. Over time, you 

might find you’ll get better results by tweaking values however, this is completely up to you.  

For indicators that require Heikin Ashi candles (that indicate and work with average prices), you will find this 

designation after the indicator name. It is important to use the right type of candle to obtain correct results. 

https://www.tradingview.com/?aff_id=28219
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The Filthy Rich A Indicator (Heikin Ashi) 
 

The Filthy Rich A is an indicator which contains a set of 8 different EMA lines and 

the 9th one as an optional. It gives you a clear visual of dominant trends in the 

market. These indicators are designed to combine with Heikin-Ashi Candles. 

 

Bear in mind that Heikin Ashi candles are used to display averages, rather than to 

determine entries and exits. It’s a good idea to always move back to a regular 
candle chart to determine entries and exits. 

 

 

TradingView has an excellent article on Heikin Ashi candles that you can find here:  

 

Heikin Ashi on TradingView 
 

 

  

https://in.tradingview.com/scripts/ema/
https://www.tradingview.com/support/solutions/43000619436-heikin-ashi/?aff_id=28219
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Filthy Rich A Symbols 

 

Yellow Cross  

A yellow cross in the indicator represents Manipulation. Manipulation is generally a 

trap in the market. A small pump can be recognized before a big dump on the charts 

and that’s where the indication (Yellow cross) will appear. Technically, the yellow 
cross is a bearish symbol. 

 

 

Red Cross  

The red cross is used to capture sudden downward movement. When a red cross is 

plotted on the chart, be aware of sudden price drops. Technically, the red cross is 

a bearish symbol. 

 

 

Red Square (Red Diamond) 
These signals will appear in clusters along with Yellow squares. This signals can be 

used to analyse the overall trend in a certain position. Here, Red squares are used to 

indicate a downward trend. 

 

 

 

Big Red Square (Diamond) 

Big red square is a special signal which will appear at a time when both the 

conditions, red cross and small red squares becomes true. This can be taken as an 

extra confirmation which signals sudden drop in the market. 

 

 

 

Yellow Square (Yellow Diamond) 
As previously discussed, the yellow squares in cluster provides a hint to the upward 

trend in the market. 

 

 

Blue Triangle  

The blue triangle is a very important symbol in Filthy Rich A. It signals a trend 

reversal from a previous trend. Appearance of blue triangle during a downward 

trend is a sign that the market has bottomed out and is ready for upward movement. 

 

 

 

Long EMA (Yellow Triangle) 
The signal appears when the cross over is happened between ema 2 and ema 8. This 

is a potential signal for the trend reversal and the movement of market in positive 

direction. This is represented by a yellow triangle 

 

 

Short EMA (Red Triangle) 
This is a reversal to the former explanation. Cross over between ema 8 and ema 2, 

signals the downtrend. This is represented in the charts using a red triangle. 

 

https://in.tradingview.com/scripts/bearish/
https://in.tradingview.com/scripts/bearish/
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The Filthy Rich B Indicator 

The Filthy Rich B Indicator is a combination of multiple indicators consolidated into one. These indicators are 

Momentum Wave, Money Flow Wave, Relative Strength Index (RSI) Stochastic RSI and Volume Weighted Average 

Price. 

Momentum Wave 

These are the Blue waves which can be identified in the indicators represents momentum waves and the fainted 

region in the momentum waves are used to signify the oversold or overbought levels in the indicator. 

 

IYKYK, Anything above 60 or positive 60 is said to be overbought and below 60 or negative 60 is known as oversold. 

Look for the lessening blue waves in the bottom, which means momentum is increasing and vice-versa. 

Money Flow Index (MFI) 

MFI is one of the most significant aspects of the B indicator. Note that the Base Line is set to 0, which is common for 

all the indicators. The green waves that flows above baseline and the red waves will flow below baseline.  

 

The green waves signify money flowing into the market and red waves signify money flowing out of the market. 

 

Relative Strength Index (RSI) 

The Relative Strength Index is a momentum indicator that measures the magnitude of recent price changes to 

analyze overbought or oversold conditions. We can see that the movement of RSI corresponds very well with green 

and red waves of money leaving (BTC). This is one of the points where we use the indicator together. 

Volume Weighted Average Price 

The volume-weighted average price (VWAP) is a technical analysis indicator used on intraday charts that resets at 

the start of every new trading session. Use this indicator to gauge when to get in or when to get out of the market.  
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Filthy Rich B Symbols 

 

 

Small Red/Green circle 
These signals appear in all type of wavetrend crossings. 

 

 

Big Green Circle 
Appears when wavetrend reaches oversold levels and is crossing up. 

 

 

Big Red Circle 
Appears when wavetrend reaches overbought levels and is crossing down. 

 

 

 

Whale Signal 
The whale signal will appear when RSI is below 20, WaveTrend waves are below or 

equal to -80 and have crossed up after good bullish divergence. 

 

 

 

Diamonds 
The diamond appears when a bullish or bearish divergence is formed and 

WaveTrend waves crosses at overbought and oversold points. 
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Filthy Rich Trend Line Indicator: 

The Trend Line indicator is momentum indicator. It measures the rate of increase/decrease in the asset price and 

informs us whether the trend of the market is stepping up or stepping down. 

A trendline is a line drawn over pivot highs or under pivot lows to show the prevailing direction of price. Trend lines 

are a visual representation of support and resistance on any time frame. They show direction and speed of price, and 

also describe patterns during periods of price contraction. 

The trendline is among the most important tools used by technical analysts. Instead of looking at past business 

performance or other fundamentals, technical analysts look for trends in price action. A trendline helps technical 

analysts determine the current direction in market prices. Technical analysts believe the trend is your friend, and 

identifying a trend is the first step in the process of spotting a good trade. 

 

 

SYMBOLS 

The flags PH and PL represent Pivot High and Pivot Low, respectively.  

As  previously stated, Pivot High (red flags) indicates the potential resistance level formation and is likely the 

beginning of downward trend. 

Pivot Low (in green flags) indicates the potential support level formation and shows a high probability for the 

beginning of an upward trend. 
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Filthy Rich Support and Resistance (SR) 

Filthy Rich SR is a Support / Resistance Indicator. Support and resistance are typically used by traders to refer to 

price levels on charts that prevent the price of an asset from getting pushed in a certain direction. 

Filthy Rich SR is a day trading strategy built for the hourly timeframe that heavily relies on horizontal supports and 

resistances as well as the Volume Weighted Average Price , otherwise known as VWAP. VWAP is a reliable day 

trader’s indicator that will help you to know your environment (whether it is a long day or a short day) and provides 

regular opportunities to enter the market in either direction. 

The volume-weighted average price (VWAP) is a technical analysis indicator used on intraday charts that resets at 

the start of every new trading session. This way the indicator reflects the daily trend and not the overall trend. You 

can also use the position of closing price according to VWAP to find optimal entry points according to the indicator. 

This indicator can be used on larger timeframes to analyse the particular condition of a market. Setting alerts at 

certain key points will help us trade according to market conditions.  

 

https://in.tradingview.com/scripts/supportandresistance/?aff_id=28219
https://in.tradingview.com/scripts/supportandresistance/?aff_id=28219
https://in.tradingview.com/scripts/vwap/?aff_id=28219
https://in.tradingview.com/scripts/vwap/?aff_id=28219
https://in.tradingview.com/scripts/technicalanalysis/?aff_id=28219
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Filthy Rich MACD 

The Moving Average Convergence Divergence Indicator is a simple indicator intended to provide entry and exit 

confirmations. 

A Bull flag refers to the confirmation for an upward trend while the Bear flag refers to the confirmation for a 

downward trend. 

This indicator has some other features as well. A yellow square from the candles signify MACD is above SMA and the 

blue bar from the candles signifies that MACD is below SMA . Bull/Bear flags represent a trend reversal and a change 

in candle colours indicates that the signal is strengthened further. 

It is recommended to use normal candles (not average candles such as Heikin-Ashi) for best results.  

The 50 SMA is defined as Fast Moving Average and 200 SMA is defined as Slow Moving Average.  

• A golden cross will appear in the indicator if the Fast Moving Average crosses over the Slow Moving Average 

in an upward move.  

• A Death Cross will appear in the indicator if the Fast Moving Average crosses over the Slow Moving Average 

in a downward direction.  

This is known as Simple Moving Average crossover and can be used to signal a change in trend. These cross-over 

signals are not meant to be an extra confirmation as they are different to the above stated MACD strategy. This can 

be used to analyse the current trend of the market and the Golden Cross / Death Cross signals should be traded 

based on further confirmation. 

 

Filthy Rich SNIPER (Heikin Ashi) 

The Filthy Rich Sniper indicator is a combination of standard Bollinger Bands (BB) with the Volume Weighted Average 

Price (yellow line) and Hull Trend script with the moving average gen-3 (NMA) script by everget. 

This indicator suggests potentially good entry/exit positions for cryptocurrencies or any other stocks.  

How to Use 

If the candle closes above NMA line, a LONG flag will appear. 

If the candle closes below NMA line, a SHORT flag will appear. 

For best results, don’t trade off of this indicator exclusively, look for confirmations from other indicators as well. 

There are alerts built in that you can setup for the Short and Long text flags that you see. These are generally good 

alerts to serve as a starting point. You can use these alerts as a reminder to check the charts and see if other 

indicators line up for a good trade. 

 

Filthy Rich ARMOR (Heikin Ashi) 

The Filthy Rich Armor indicator is designed to provide simple buy/sell signals based on the movement of ema lines.  

The indicator contains 9 ema lines and apart from them, there are some moving average lines established based on 

the period; slow ema, fast ema, lightning ema and snail ema. The indicator is a non-repainting indicator. The simple 

long/short signals can be used to identify the trend reversal in a market. 

  

https://in.tradingview.com/scripts/bullishflag/?aff_id=28219
https://in.tradingview.com/scripts/bearishflag/?aff_id=28219
https://in.tradingview.com/scripts/macd/?aff_id=28219
https://in.tradingview.com/scripts/simplemovingaverage/?aff_id=28219
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Filthy Rich A and B Cheat Sheet 

Filthy Rich A Yellow Cross  

Manipulation, bulltrap. Zmall pump before a big dump The yellow cross is a bearish symbol.  

Filthy Rich A  Red Cross  

Expect sudden downward movement. The red cross is a bearish symbol. 

Filthy Rich A Red Square (Red Diamond) 

Appears in clusters along with yellow squares, used to establish trend. Red squares indicate a 

downward trend. 

Filthy Rich A Big Red Square (Diamond) 

Big red square appears when red cross and small red squares play out. Signals sudden drop. 

Filthy Rich A Yellow Square (Yellow Diamond) 

Appears in clusters along with red squares, used to establish trend. Yellow squares indicate an 

upward trend. 

Filthy Rich A Blue Triangle  

Importand symbol, signals trend reversal. During downtrend signals market bottom. 

Filthy Rich A Long EMA (Yellow Triangle) 

Crossover between 2 and 8 EMA. Potential trend reversal toward positive. 

Filthy Rich A Short EMA (Red Triangle) 

Reversal from crossover between 8 and 2 EMA, signals downtrend.  

 

Filthy Rich B Small Red/Green circle 

These signals appear in all type of wavetrend crossings. 

Filthy Rich B Big Green Circle 

Appears when wavetrend reaches oversold levels and is crossing up. 

Filthy Rich B Big Red Circle 

Appears when wavetrend reaches overbought levels and is crossing down. 

Filthy Rich B Whale Signal 

The whale signal will appear when RSI is below 20, WaveTrend waves are below or equal to -

80 and have crossed up after good bullish divergence. 

Filthy Rich B Diamonds 

The diamond appears when a bullish or bearish divergence is formed and WaveTrend waves 

crosses at overbought and oversold points. 

https://in.tradingview.com/scripts/bearish/
https://in.tradingview.com/scripts/bearish/

